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Abstract

Chronic musculoskeletal pain is a significant health problem and is associated with increases in pain during acute physical activity.

Regular physical activity is protective against many chronic diseases; however, it is unknown if it plays a role in development of

chronic pain. The current study induced physical activity by placing running wheels in home cages of mice for 5 days or 8 wk and

compared these to sedentary mice without running wheels in their home cages. Chronic muscle pain was induced by repeated

intramuscular injection of pH 4.0 saline, exercise-enhanced pain was induced by combining a 2-h fatiguing exercise task with a low-

dose muscle inflammation (0.03% carrageenan), and acute muscle inflammation was induced by 3% carrageenan. We tested the

responses of the paw (response frequency) and muscle (withdrawal threshold) to nociceptive stimuli. Because the rostral ventromedial

medulla (RVM) is involved in exercise-induced analgesia and chronic muscle pain, we tested for changes in phosphorylation of the

NR1 subunit of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor in the RVM. We demonstrate that regular physical activity prevents the

development of chronic muscle pain and exercise-induced muscle pain by reducing phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA

receptor in the central nervous system. However, regular physical activity has no effect on development of acute pain. Thus physical

inactivity is a risk factor for development of chronic pain and may set the nervous system to respond in an exaggerated way to low-

intensity muscle insults.
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CHRONIC PAIN IS A SIGNIFICANT health problem affecting over 100 million Americans—more than diabetes, cancer, and heart disease

combined (21). Chronic musculoskeletal pain is the most common form of chronic pain. Physical inactivity is also recognized as a

growing health concern (35) and is a risk factor for a multitude of chronic diseases including cancer, depression, and cardiovascular

diseases (23, 43). As such, it has been coined the “diseasome of physical inactivity” (43). While it is clear that exercise is an effective

treatment for chronic pain (2), and physical activity is reduced in people with chronic pain (18), if physical inactivity is a risk factor

for development of chronic pain is unclear.

The transition from acute to chronic pain is thought to arise from neuroplastic changes in the peripheral and central nervous systems.

There are numerous risk factors that are implicated in the development of chronic pain after an acute injury which includes high pain

and psychosocial factors (40). In fact, better pain management in the acute postoperative (acute pain) period dramatically reduced the

incidence of phantom limb pain (chronic pain) following amputation (7% vs. 75% in controls) (29). One effective treatment common

for nearly all types of chronic pain, including those with musculoskeletal pain, is regular exercise (1, 2, 7, 11, 16, 20, 47, 62). Regular

exercise produces analgesia in uninjured animals and reduces pain behaviors after inflammatory, noninflammatory, and neuropathic

injury in animals (3, 4, 32, 34, 38, 50, 58). However, it is unclear if regular exercise can prevent the onset of chronic and widespread

pain.

Exercise is believed to activate central inhibitory pathways that produce an opioid-mediated analgesia (2); the rostral ventromedial

medulla (RVM) is a key central nucleus in these pathways (19). Indeed there are increases in release of endogenous opioids (met-

enkephalin) in brainstem nuclei, including the RVM, during exercise, and blockade of central, but not peripheral, opioid receptors

prevents the analgesia produced by exercise (58). In addition to mediating analgesia, the RVM also facilitates pain behaviors after

tissue insult, including chronic muscle pain (44, 53, 55). The N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor in the RVM is critical

for the development of hypersensitivity after muscle insult: increasing the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor enhances nociception,

decreasing NR1 prevents chronic muscle pain (13), and blocking the NMDA receptor reverses pain sensitivity (13, 53). Further, there

is increased phosphorylation of NR1 (p-NR1) in animal models of chronic muscle pain (13); these experiments were done in sedentary

animals. It is unclear if similar increases in p-NR1 occur in animals that are physically active.
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Acute pain is associated with tissue injury, generally involves an acute inflammatory response, and resolves once tissue healing is

complete. Twenty to thirty percent of people with acute musculoskeletal pain go on to develop chronic pain that persists after normal

tissue healing time and is not associated with tissue inflammation (24, 26, 30). Further, a single bout of exercise in people with

existing acute inflammatory and chronic noninflammatory pain conditions enhances ongoing pain and hyperalgesia (27, 59, 61).

Animal models of muscle pain have been developed to mimic acute inflammatory pain, chronic noninflammatory pain, and exercise-

enhanced pain (45, 46, 54, 55, 64). These models involve assessing pain sensitivity at 1) the site of injury (muscle), termed primary

hyperalgesia, which is thought to be mediated by hypersensitivity in the peripheral nervous system; and 2) outside the site of injury

(paw), termed secondary hyperalgesia, and is thought to be mediated by hypersensitivity in the central nervous system. The acute

inflammatory pain model, induced by 3% carrageenan, is associated with both primary and secondary hyperalgesia that is maintained

primarily by acute inflammation and nociceptor activation (41). The chronic noninflammatory pain model is associated with

secondary hyperalgesia and is maintained by central nervous system sensitization (54, 60). The exercise-enhanced pain model is

associated with primary hyperalgesia that results from the acute inflammation and secondary hyperalgesia that results from changes in

the central nervous system (53, 55). Thus the different animal models mimic different disease conditions and utilize different pain

processing mechanisms.

The current study therefore hypothesized that regular physical activity would prevent the development of chronic centrally mediated

muscle pain and the associated increases in p-NR1 in the RVM. Mice were made physically active by placing running wheels in their

home cages, and the hyperalgesic response in models of acute inflammatory muscle pain, chronic muscle pain, and exercise-enhanced

muscle pain were compared with sedentary mice. We show that regular physical activity prevents the development of chronic muscle

pain and the exercise-enhanced muscle pain, and in parallel also prevents increases in p-NR1 in the RVM that normally occur in

sedentary mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sedentary vs. Physically Active Mice

All experiments were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Iowa. Male C57BL/6 mice (Jackson

Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME, http://www.jax.org/) were used for these experiments. Sedentary mice were housed in their home cage

with food and water. Physically active mice had free access to running wheels in their home cages for either 5 days or 8 wk. Running

wheel activity in kilometers per day was recorded. Eight weeks of physical activity was used to induce a training effect and to assess if

a training effect was necessary to prevent the hyperalgesia produced by muscle insult. Five days of running wheel activity was used to

test if short-duration regular physical activity produced similar effects to the long-duration effects and if the analgesic effects were

independent of a training effect.

Animal Models of Pain

Noninflammatory chronic muscle pain. This model of chronic muscle pain was induced by two injections of unbuffered pH 4.0 saline (20

µl) into one gastrocnemius muscle 5 days apart, as previously published (54). Injections were done with the mouse anesthetized with

4% isoflurane. This insult produces enhanced mechanical sensitivity of the paw and muscle without inflammation or tissue damage

(12, 54). The hypersensitivity of the paw and muscle is maintained by changes in the central nervous system and involves glutamate

receptors in the RVM (12). Therefore, the use of this model is testing if chronic muscle pain is prevented by regular physical activity

at the site of the initial insult as well as outside the site of insult.

Exercise-induced enhancement of pain. We have developed a model where a single bout of exercise enhances the nociceptive response to

a low-dose muscle insult. A single bout of exercise was induced by placing mice in an activity wheel for 2 h at a self-selected speed

prior to injection of carrageenan (55); mice typically run 2.16 ± 0.52 km during the 2 h (a speed of ~1 km/h) (55, 64). Immediately

following the exercise task, a mild muscle inflammation was produced by a single injection of 0.03% carrageenan into one

gastrocnemius muscle while the mouse was anesthetized with 4% isoflurane (55). This dose of carrageenan produces a mild

inflammation of the muscle with an increased mechanical sensitivity at the muscle, but not the paw (55). The exercise task is
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considered a mild form exercise constituting an unaccustomed physical activity in sedentary mice. The 2-h exercise task does not

enhance the inflammation or produce hyperalgesia on its own, but rather produces an enhanced sensitivity at the paw or secondary

mechanical hyperalgesia, and does not enhance the sensitivity at the site of inflammation in the muscle (55). Importantly the task is

done prior to induction of inflammation, and the enhancement can occur if the task is given up to 2 h before the inflammation (55). We

are therefore testing if spreading pain produced by exercise can be reduced by regular physical activity without affecting the acute

protective pain at the site of injury.

Acute inflammatory muscle pain. Acute muscle inflammation was induced by one injection of 3% carrageenan (20 µl) into one

gastrocnemius muscle while the mouse was anesthetized with 4% isoflurane (46). This produces a robust acute inflammation

associated with both muscle and paw hypersensitivity (46). Therefore, the use of this model is testing if regular exercise prevents the

protective effects of acute pain in response to an acute inflammatory injury.

Behavior Testing

Muscle withdrawal thresholds of the paw. Deep tissue sensitivity of the injected muscle was tested by examining the withdrawal threshold

of the gastrocnemius muscle to a pair of calibrated forceps as previously described and validated (63). Decreased threshold is

interpreted as muscle hyperalgesia.

Paw sensitivity to mechanical stimulation. Cutaneous mechanical sensitivity of the paw was tested ipsilaterally as previously described

(63). A 0.4 mN von Frey filament was applied to the hindpaw 10 times, and the number of withdrawals was assessed; this was

repeated twice and averaged. Data are presented as a percent response, with 100% being 10/10 and 0% being 0/10 responses. An

increased number of responses is interpreted as cutaneous hyperalgesia.

Motor Testing

Motor testing was done in separate groups of animals to eliminate the possible confounding of the injury or the motor tests. The grip

force tests and the motor coordination tasks were also done in separate groups of animals. The specific motor function tests and

protocols (outlined below) were done on the last day of exercise either on day 5 or week 8. Animals were brought to the laboratory in

cages without running wheels and acclimated for at least 2 h prior to testing motor function.

Grip strength test. Hindpaw and forepaw grip force was tested before and after 5 days (n = 4) or 8 wk (n = 8) of running wheel activity

and compared with sedentary mice (n = 8) as previously described (6). The mice were familiarized twice per day for 2 days to the

apparatus by performing the grip force task (San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA, http://www.sandiegoinstruments.com). Mice

were pulled by the tail to read grip force for either the hindpaw or the forepaw. An average of five trials was recorded for both the

hindpaw and the forepaw. Grip force data were reported and analyzed as a percent of baseline to indicate the degree of change in force

induced by physical activity.

Motor coordination test. Changes in motor coordination were tested after 5 days and 8 wk of running wheel activity using a protocol

previously published (8). Mice were trained four times a day for 3 days on the Roto-Rod (IITC Life Science, Woodland Hills, CA,

http://www.iitcinc.com/). Day 1 training consisted of placing mice on the Roto-Rod to run at 5–24 rpm ramping in 60 s for 1 min.

After 5–10 min of rest, mice were placed on the Roto-Rod again and run at the same speeds three more times. Day 2 training consisted

of placing mice on the Roto-Rod to run at 10–24 rpm ramping in 30 s for 1 min. After 5–10 min of rest, the mice were placed again on

Roto-Rod and run at the same speeds three more times. Day 3 training consisted of placing mice on the Roto-Rod to run at 24 rpm for

1 min. After 5–10 min of rest, mice were placed on Roto-Rod again and run at the same speeds three more times. Testing consisted of

running mice on the Roto-Rod at eight different rpm speeds (5, 8, 15, 20, 24, 31, 33, and 44) two times, and the times that the mice

fell off were recorded.

Immunohistochemistry

Animals were deeply anesthetized with 150 mg/kg sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with heparinized saline followed
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by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brainstem was removed, stored in 30% sucrose overnight, blocked to include the RVM, and frozen.

Sections were cut on a cryostat at 20 µm onto slides. All sections were immunohistochemically stained simultaneously using an

antibody to the protein kinase A (PKA) phosphorylation site of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor (pNR1) (1:1,000, Ser897,

catalog no. ABN99; Millipore, Billerica, MA, http://www.millipore.com/) using standard immunofluorescent techniques as previously

described (53). On day 1, sections were blocked in 3% normal goat serum (NGS), avidin, and biotin and then incubated in the primary

antibody overnight at room temperature. On day 2, sections were rinsed and blocked in 3% NGS, and then incubated in biotinylated

immunoglobulin G for 1 h at room temperature (1:1,000; Invitrogen, Eugene, OR, http://www.invitrogen.com/). These sections were

then reacted with streptavidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1,000; Invitrogen) for 1 h at room temperature. Sections were

coverslipped with Vectashield (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, http://www.vectorlabs.com/) and stored until analysis. Brain sections for

each group were stained simultaneously to avoid variability between stains across days. We previously show that the staining of

p-NR1 in the RVM is significantly decreased by downregulation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor with a feline

immunodeficiency virus (FIV) expressing an miRNA to NR1 or increased with upregulation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA

receptor with an FIV expressing NR1 (13).

Images of the stained sections were taken in the Central Microscopy Facility at the University of Iowa on an Olympus BX-51 light

microscope equipped with a SPOT camera (RT Slider; Diagnostic Instruments, http://www.meyerinst.com/html/dgnstc/default.htm).

For a resolution sufficient for counting pNR1-positive cells, images were taken with a 20× objective lens. Sections were identified at

Bregma −6.00 mm from the Paxinos and Franklin Mouse Brain Atlas (42). Five sections of the nucleus raphe magnus (NRM) were

digitally imaged and stored for later analysis. Cells were quantified by manually counting total numbers in with a standard area of

10,804 µm  using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). For quantitative analysis, positively labeled neurons that were at

least 50% darker than the average gray level of each image were counted. Cells were counted if they contained a nucleus and were

positively stained for pNR1.

Protocol

Experiment 1 tested if regular physical activity could prevent the development of muscle pain. We examined muscle and paw

sensitivity in three models of muscle pain in both sedentary and physically active mice. For the chronic muscle pain model (repeated

pH 4.0 injections), three groups were examined: 1) sedentary (n = 18), 2) 5 days of physical activity (n = 16), and 3) 8 wk of physical

activity (n = 5). For the exercise-enhanced pain model three groups were examined: 1) sedentary (n = 9), 2) 5 days of physical activity

(n = 8), and 3) 8 wk of regular physical activity (n = 10). For the carrageenan-induced muscle inflammation model two groups were

examined: 1) sedentary (n = 4) and 2) 8 wk of physical activity (n = 4). Mice were tested before and 24 h after induction of the model.

Experiment 2 examined the length of protective effect of physical activity using a subset of animals from Experiment 1. We tested

mice before and after running wheel activity (5 days or 8 wk), and 24 h, 72 h, and 1 wk after induction of the model. For the chronic

muscle pain model we tested sedentary (n = 10), 5 days of physical activity (n = 8), and 8 wk of physical activity (n = 9). For the

exercise-enhanced pain model we tested sedentary (n = 8), 5 days of physical activity (n = 8), and 8 wk of physical activity (n = 5).

Experiment 3 examined the effects of physical activity on motor function in uninjured animals. Grip force was used to measure

strength in the following groups: sedentary (n = 8), 5 days of physical activity (n = 4), and 8 wk of physical activity (n = 8). Rota-Rod

was used to assess coordination in the following groups: sedentary (n = 8), after 5 days of physical activity (n = 7), or after 8 wk of

physical activity (n = 5) in a separate group of uninjured animals.

Experiment 4 tested if regular physical activity prevents the activation of NMDA glutamate receptors in the NRM produced by muscle

insult and/or acute exercise in sedentary animals by examining the phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor using

immunohistochemistry. In each situation tissues were cut and stained together and directly compared. This minimized differences

related to different antibody lots, different solutions, or different days. As outlined below, there were always comparison groups

stained at the same time with experimental groups. This resulted in four distinctly different sets of staining protocols: 1) sedentary

mice: 24 h after induction of the exercise-enhanced pain model (0.03% carrageenan + exercise, n = 4), 24 h after acute muscle

inflammation (3% carrageenan; n = 4), 24 h after control manipulations (pH 7.2 saline with 2 h exercise task, n = 4); 2) sedentary

2
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mice: 24 h after induction of chronic muscle pain model (pH 4.0 saline; n = 6) vs. 24 h after control pH 7.2 saline injections (n = 7); 3)

24 h after induction of the exercise-enhanced pain model, one group was sedentary (n = 4) and one group had access to running

wheels for 5 days (n = 4); and 4) 24 h after induction of the chronic muscle pain model, one group was sedentary (n = 3) and had

access to running wheels for 8 wk (n = 4).

Statistics

A repeated measures ANOVA tested for changes in withdrawal thresholds of the muscle and number of responses to repeated

application of mechanical stimulation of the paw between groups and across time. This was followed by post hoc testing with a

Tukey's test for differences between groups. A paired t-test tested for differences in grip force after exercise compared with before

exercise. A repeated ANOVA tested for differences in Roto-Rod performance between groups. A one-way ANOVA tested for

differences between groups for the changes in p-NR1. All data are means ± SE, and P < 0.05 is considered significant.

RESULTS

To test if regular physical activity prevents the development of muscle pain, mice were given free access to running wheels in their

home cages for 5 days or 8 wk. The average amount of time run each day was 1.4 ± 0.34 km (range 0.30–4.5 km) over the 8-wk

period and an average of 2.7 ± 0.61 km (range 0.19–5.1 km) per day over the 5-day period; the groups were not significantly different.

Experiment 1: Effects of Physical Activity in Different Pain Models

Chronic muscle pain model. In the chronic muscle pain model, 8 wk of physical activity prevented the decrease in withdrawal thresholds

of the muscle and the increased responses to mechanical stimulation of the paw 24 h after induction of the model compared with

sedentary controls (Fig. 1, top). In contrast, the animals that performed 5 days of regular physical activity still showed significant

decreases in withdrawal threshold of the muscle and increases in responses to repeated stimulation of the paw similar to sedentary

mice.

Fig. 1.

Experiment 1. Top: in the chronic muscle pain model, 8 wk of physical activity, but not 5 days, significantly prevents

the decrease in withdrawal threshold of the muscle and the increase in paw responses that normally occurs in this model

compared with ...

Exercise-enhanced pain model. Compared with sedentary mice, both 5 days and 8 wk of physical activity prevented the increases in

responsiveness to repeated mechanical stimulation of the paw in the exercise-enhanced pain model 24 h after induction of the model

compared with sedentary mice (Fig. 1, middle). However, the muscle withdrawal thresholds decrease significantly in all three groups

after induction of the exercise-enhanced pain model: sedentary, 5 days of physical activity and 8 wk of physical activity (Fig. 1,

middle). As a control, we tested the effects of 0.03% carrageenan without the 2-h exercise task and show a similar decrease in muscle

withdrawal threshold (1,026 ± 32 mN) but no change in responses to repeated stimulation of the paw (7.5 ± 2.5%). Thus the decrease

in withdrawal threshold of the muscle is related to the acute inflammation and is unaffected by regular physical activity.

Acute inflammatory muscle pain. In mice with 8 wk of physical activity there is a significant decrease in the withdrawal thresholds of the

muscle, similar to sedentary control mice after induction of acute muscle inflammation with 3% carrageenan (Fig. 1, bottom). The

responses to repeated stimulation of the paw in mice with acute muscle inflammation also significantly increase in both the sedentary

and the physically active mice and were not significantly different from each other.

Experiment 2: Time Course of Protective Effects of Physical Activity
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To test the length of action of the protective effects of regular physical activity, physically active mice were followed for 1 wk after

induction of either the exercise-induced pain model or the chronic muscle pain model. In the chronic muscle pain model, 8 wk of

running wheel activity prevented the development of hyperalgesia in the chronic muscle pain model that lasted through 72 h (8 days

after stopping running wheel); the hyperalgesia returned by day 7 (13 days after stopping running wheel; Fig. 2A). Both 5 days and 8

wk of physical activity prior to induction of the exercise-enhanced pain model prevented the development of paw hypersensitivity in

the exercise-enhanced pain model through 72 h—the effect was gone by 1 wk (Fig. 2B). These data suggest that the protective effects

of exercise are plastic and temporary, and regular exercise must be maintained to prevent development of chronic and exercise-

enhanced hyperalgesia.

Fig. 2.

Experiment 2. Time course of effects of regular physical activity on the chronic muscle pain model (A) and the

exercise-enhanced pain model (B). Access to running wheels was stopped at the time of induction of the model. A: in

the chronic muscle pain ...

Experiment 3: Effects of Physical Activity on Motor Function

To test if neuromuscular adaptations were necessary to produce an analgesic effect, we examined changes in strength and motor

coordination in separate groups of uninjured mice. Grip force strength significantly increased after 8 wk of running wheel activity, but

did not change after 5 days of running wheel activity or in sedentary animals (Fig. 3A). Motor coordination, measured by Rota-Rod

performance at increasing speeds, did not change after either 5 days or 8 wk of running wheel activity compared with sedentary mice (

Fig. 3B). Thus because analgesic effects occur without changes in coordination, or changes in strength at 5 days, motor function

alterations are not requisite for the protective effects of regular physical activity.

Fig. 3.

Experiment 3. Effects of regular physical activity on motor function in uninjured animals. A: grip force strength test

shows a significant increase in strength for both the hindpaw and the forepaw after 8 wk of running wheel activity

compared with sedentary ...

Experiment 4: Effects of Physical Activity on p-NR1 Staining in the RVM

To test if the RVM is modulated by physical activity, we examined the phosphorylation of NR1 (p-NR1) in sedentary animals and

physically active animals using the chronic muscle pain model and the exercise-enhanced model. Sedentary animals had significantly

more neurons expressing p-NR1 after induction of chronic muscle pain, exercise-enhanced pain (Fig. 4, A and B), muscle

inflammation [39 ± 4.5 vs. 14 ± 2 (control)], and after the 2-h exercise task [41 ± 0.71 vs. 14 ± 2 (control)] compared with controls.

However, physically active mice with chronic muscle pain or exercise-enhanced pain showed lower numbers of neurons

immunohistochemically stained for p-NR1 in the RVM compared with sedentary animals with chronic muscle pain or exercise-

enhanced pain (Fig. 4, C and D). Thus regular physical activity prevented increased phosphorylation of NR1 that normally occurs in

sedentary animals in response to induction of chronic muscle pain or exercise-enhanced pain.
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Fig. 4.

Experiment 4. Immunohistochemical staining for p-NR1 in the rostral ventromedial medulla. A: 24 h after induction of

the exercise-enhanced pain model in sedentary mice (Ex+Cg) compared with controls. B: 24 h after induction of the

chronic muscle pain ...

DISCUSSION

The current data show for the first time that regular physical activity prevents the development of chronic pain, but that this effect is

plastic and temporary. We further show that activation of neurons in RVM (p-NR1), a critical site in pain modulation, does not occur

in animals with regular physical activity. Physical inactivity, therefore, may be an important risk factor in the development of chronic

pain. This is particularly important in the light of increasing levels of physical inactivity in the general population (22) and the fact

that animal studies on pain mechanisms typically use sedentary animals.

There are a number of different types of exercises that have been used in animals to produce analgesia including 1) free access to

running wheels, 2) resisted exercise training, and 3) aerobic conditioning exercises using either treadmill running or swimming. These

studies vary by duration of exercise, timing of exercise, animal model used, and outcome tested, making direct comparisons to the

current study difficult. It should be noted that all prior studies in animal models of pain used forced exercise, which may produce

analgesia through a stress response. It is well-known that stress can produce analgesia without the exercise task (4, 25, 31, 32). The

current study was the first to use voluntary running wheel activity in animal models of pain, which allowed mice to choose when and

if they wanted to run, thus eliminating stress as a confounder. We attempted to mimic the condition of increased physical activity

rather than exercise, showing that increased physical activity levels prevents development of chronic pain. Indeed physical activity is

protective against a variety of chronic pain conditions including cancer, dementia, cardiovascular diseases, and depression (23, 43).

Exercise Effects in Uninjured Animals

Some studies show exercise-induced analgesia occurs within minutes while others show that the analgesia occurs in weeks. In

uninjured animals there are increases in withdrawal thresholds to noxious stimuli with a single swimming exercise task at either a low

intensity or high intensity (4), 3 wk of running wheel activity (28, 36, 38), or a 12-wk resistance strengthening exercise program (39).

In contrast, we show that neither 5 days nor 8 wk of running wheel activity changes withdrawal thresholds of the muscle or paw in

uninjured animals. This could be due to the timing of the measurement assessed. The current study assessed withdrawal thresholds

several hours after the animals had stopped their physical activity; the majority of other studies did analgesic tests immediately after

the task. This suggests that the exercise tasks produce analgesia but that the immediate analgesic effect in uninjured animals is

transient.

Exercise Effects in Animal Models of Pain

The current study showed that 5 days of running wheel activity prevented the spreading hyperalgesia in the exercise-enhanced pain

model, but had no effect in the chronic muscle pain model. In comparison, prior studies show that 5–9 days of swimming at moderate

intensity prevented spontaneous behaviors to acute intraperitoneal acetic acid injection (39) and by intraplantar formalin injection

(34). It is possible that the acute inflammatory muscle hyperalgesia is more difficult to overcome since it is more robust and longer

lasting than the spontaneous pain produced by acetic acid and formalin injections.

In animal models of pain, repeated aerobic exercise tasks like swimming and treadmill running reduce neuropathic pain induced by

nerve injury or diabetes and chronic muscle pain induced by repeated acid injections (3, 33, 34, 50, 51, 58). Most of these studies

started exercise at the time of injury or after development of hyperalgesia and show a reversal of the hyperalgesia with as little as a

single treatment (3, 33, 51, 58). However, Kuphal and colleagues show that 7 days of exercise prior to induction of inflammatory pain
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with formalin or 2 wk of exercise prior to induction of neuropathic pain attenuated the development of pain behaviors. In fact, the

second phase of the formalin test was attenuated, suggesting effects were more centrally mediated. In parallel, the current study

showed a prevention of the centrally mediated secondary paw hyperalgesia in the exercise-enhanced pain model with 5 days of

exercise. We also show in the current study that 8 wk of regular physical activity prevented the development of hyperalgesia in the

centrally maintained chronic muscle pain model, but had no effect in the peripherally maintained acute inflammatory pain model.

These data would suggest that the effects of regular physical activity primarily affects centrally mediated pain conditions and has

minimal effects on peripherally mediated pain. The data further suggest that regular physical activity prevents the severity of chronic

pain and enhanced pain, both of which are nonprotective. However, pain in response to an acute injury, which is protective, still

occurs.

In contrast to the exercise-enhanced pain model, the current study shows that 5 days of physical activity has no effect on induction of

the muscle and paw hyperalgesia in the chronic muscle pain model. Rather, only 8 wk of regular physical activity was able to delay

the onset of the hyperalgesia in the chronic muscle pain model. Once the hyperalgesia develops in the chronic muscle pain model, it is

independent of primary afferent input, but rather it is maintained by activation of neurons in the central nervous system—the RVM

and spinal cord (15, 52, 53). Further, the second injection of acidic saline requires activation of RVM facilitation neurons (60). It may

be that this model has a stronger central component to the induction and maintenance of the hyperalgesia, making it more difficult to

affect with short-duration exercise. However, it should be pointed out that, once the hyperalgesia develops, short-duration forced

exercise completely reverses the existing hyperalgesia (3).

Another critical finding in this study was that the effects of regular physical activity were plastic and lasted for 1–2 wk after stopping

the exercise. It has become increasingly clear, and clinical guidelines recommend, that after an acute injury maintaining physical

activity and avoiding bedrest is critical to recovery (11, 61). Indeed, our data are consistent with the recommendation to remain active.

The current study does not determine if continued exercise after induction of the pain model will prevent the long-lasting hyperalgesia

completely. A recent article by Bobinski and colleagues (5) directly answered this question by examining exercise effects if done prior

to nerve injury (crush), if done prior to nerve injury and continued after nerve injury, or if done after nerve injury. In all three

conditions, mechanical hyperalgesia was reduced compared with sedentary controls. However, the study, which was confirmed by a

subsequent study, shows that exercise reduces local inflammatory mediators and nerve degeneration induced by the nerve injury (5,

10). Thus the decrease in mechanical hyperalgesia in the nerve injury studies could be directly related to the decrease in inflammation

and injury. It remains to be determined if regular exercise that continues after the induction of a chronic pain condition will continue to

have a protective effect.

Mechanisms of Exercise-Induced Analgesia

Previous studies show that aerobic exercise produces analgesia in part through activation of opioid pathways in healthy human

subjects and that regular exercise in animals without tissue injury is associated with opioid receptor activation (3, 14, 28, 37, 39, 48,

50, 56–58). In animals with chronic muscle pain or diabetic neuropathy, analgesia is reduced by a single dose of systemic naloxone (3,

50), suggesting an acute release of endogenous opioid peptides. Central, but not peripheral, blockade of opioid receptors reduces the

analgesia produced by exercise in animals with neuropathic pain (58), supporting a role for central opioids. Central release of

endogenous opioids occurs in response to treadmill running in animals with neuropathic pain—β-endorphin increases in the

periaqueductal gray and enkephalin in the RVM (58). Together these data suggest that regular exercise reduces pain by activation of

opioid receptors in descending inhibitory pathways in the central nervous system.

The current study shows that increases in phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor (PKA site) do not occur in

physically active animals in the chronic muscle pain model or the exercise-enhanced pain model. Phosphorylation of NR1 would be

expected to enhance neuron excitability by increasing the number of NMDA receptors transported to the cell membrane and

increasing glutamate-induced currents through NMDA receptors (9, 17, 49, 65). The NMDA receptor in the RVM is critical for the

development of hyperalgesia after muscle insult, with our prior studies showing blockade of NMDA receptors reduces hyperalgesia,

increasing NR1 enhances nociception, and decreasing NR1 prevents chronic muscle hyperalgesia (13, 53). We propose that the normal

state of the nervous system is associated with regular physical activity and that physical inactivity is the “disease state” setting up the
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nervous system to respond in an exaggerated way to a muscle insult and develop chronic pain (see schematic diagram Fig. 5). We

further propose that phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit of the NMDA is controlled tonically by opioid receptors in the RVM during

conditions of regular physical activity and that under sedentary conditions this tonic control is removed. Thus physical inactivity could

be a key factor in the transition from acute to chronic pain and may provide new therapeutic directions for the prevention of chronic

pain.

Fig. 5.

Schematic diagram representing a proposed pathway for the control of excitability within the rostral ventromedial

medulla (RVM). A: under sedentary conditions, unaccustomed exercise and muscle insult increase the

phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit (p-NR1) ...
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